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Abstract. In many social networks, people interact based on their relationship network. Community detection algorithms are
then useful to reveal the sub-structures of a network. Identifying these users’ communities can help us assist their life-cycle.
However, in certain kinds of online communities such as question-and-answer (Q&A) sites or forums, people interact based
on common topics of interest, rather than an explicit relationship network. Therefore, many traditional community detection
techniques do not apply directly. Discovering those topics of interest is critical to identify users’ communities. Besides, users’
activities on certain topics of interest are evolving with time and it is therefore very important to extract their temporal dynamics.
In this paper, we ﬁrst propose Topic Trees Distributions (TTD), an efﬁcient approach for extracting topics from Q&A sites
in order to detect overlapping communities. We then extend TTD to propose Temporal Topic Expertise Activity (TTEA), a
graphical probabilistic model to extract both topics-based expertise and temporal information. We evaluated and compared our
models with state-of-the-art approaches on a dataset extracted from the popular Q&A site StackOverﬂow.

1. Introduction
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Question-and-answer sites (Q&A sites) initially
aimed at enabling users to ask questions to a community of experts. Since these user-generated contents
can be later viewed and searched again, people with
the same or similar questions can ﬁnd answers by
browsing or searching the questions that were already
answered. On one hand, Q&A sites have become huge
repositories of question-answer content which support
highly valuable and highly reusable knowledge [3]. On
the other hand, Q&A sites also contain a large number
of users who keep contributing questions and answers.
And most of them are more likely to ask questions on
topics they are interested in and answer questions in
topics they are experts of.
* Corresponding author. E-mail: fabien.gandon@inria.fr.

Therefore, we believe that there are two main resources in Q&A sites: the users’ network and the Q&A
content. From a user’s perspective, detecting communities of interests is useful to reveal the sub-structures
of the user network and identify relevant peers. From
the perspective of content, extracting topics is required
to uncover the key subjects from massive content.
So we are interested in the following three research
questions: (1) How can we identify the common topics
binding users together? (2) How can we detect topicsbased overlapping communities? (3) How can we extract topics-based expertise and temporal dynamics?
Detecting this information can contribute to the
question routing problem [17,36], which is very important in Q&A sites optimization problems, for example, to recommend a question to a user who is active in
the corresponding topic and has the expertise needed
to answer it. It can also contribute to the community
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Fig. 1. Different ways to estimate probabilities with results of Gibbs sampling.
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pared with them, we jointly model both expertise and
dynamics and we model topic trends also at the level
of the users. This provides more insight on the changes
of interest of each user.
The third limitation of LDA based models is as follows. If we use a three-layer LDA model (user-topicword), this generates two kinds of distributions (usertopic distribution and topic-word distribution) which
describe to what extent a user is interested in different
topics and to what extent a keyword or a tag is related
to a topic. However, as shown in Fig. 1 the same usertopic distribution could be generated by different training data (assume that the hidden variable topic is already generated by Gibbs sampling [9]), which means
that the user-topic distribution is incomparable among
users. For the upper one, Alice is more active in topic
music, but for the lower one, Bob is more active. In
order to avoid such problem, we proposed a post processing step for the original LDA model to extract such
difference. Experiments show that this post-processing
can improve both our model and other LDA variants
models’ performances when it comes to the task of
routing questions in a Q&A sites.
So the main contributions of this paper are: (1)
A simple and fast topic detection method to extract
topics based on question tags. (2) A simple and fast
overlapping community detection method based on a
topic model. (3) A joint model to capture topics, expertises, activities and trends. Traditionally, these information have been modeled separately. (4) A post
processing step to compare the user-topic distributions
generated by LDA based models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a synthesis of state-of-the-art approaches of
community detection. In Section 3 we present how we
apply the original LDA model to detect overlapping
communities. We describe our proposed TTD model
in Section 4 and TTD experiments and evaluation in
Section 5. We describe our proposed TTEA model in
Section 4, and TTEA experiments and evaluation in
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management, for instance by allowing to track the interest evolution or community evolution in Q&A sites.
Q&A sites support social networking, however, unlike networks such as Facebook, there are no explicit
relationship-based links between their users. In fact,
Q&A sites capture the connection of users by questionanswer links or co-answer links. The users are neither mainly concerned with nor aware of the links existing between them. The social network is said to
be implicit. As a result, compared with other classical social networks, Q&A networks contain more starshape structures (many users linked to a central user)
than triangle-shape structures (users linked to each
other). As a result, many community detection algorithms developed to discover sub-structures in social
networks do not apply to Q&A implicit networks. To
detect communities of interest in Q&A sites, we consider topic based rather than graph structure based algorithms. Moreover, people may have multiple interests, i.e., they may belong to several communities of
interests. It is therefore important to be able to detect
overlapping communities.
We ﬁrst tried to adapt a document clustering algorithm to the user clustering problem, similarly to [18]:
we applied the classic LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [4] algorithm to assign each user into several
topic clusters, by replacing in this algorithm the documents by the users, and the document words by the tags
acquired by users. The results were encouraging. However, we found three limitations. The ﬁrst one is that
the complexity of this probabilistic model was prohibitive. When analyzing the LDA model, we found
that it largely exploits tags’ co-occurrence. This inspired us to design a much simpler and faster algorithm
to detect topics. Then, based on the detected topics, we
were able to identify the users’ interesting topics.
The second limitation of original LDA based models
is that they are not enough to extract temporal and expertise information. In previous works, [32] only considered modeling the expertise, and [12] only considered modeling the topic trends at a group level. Com-
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network structure into consideration. Moreover, some
clustering algorithms normally output hard-partition
communities, where a user is assigned to a single interest group. However, in the scenario we are interested in, a user often has more than one interest and
should be assigned to more than one group simultaneously. This is a constraint for those hard-partition algorithms. [7] use spectral clustering to detect topics from
the graph of tag co-occurrence. Compared to it, our
approach is more efﬁcient since we only run spectral
clustering on a co-occurrence graph of selected tags
(only 10% of all the tags). Besides, [7] does not give
any details on how to compute the topic tag distribution and user topic distribution, while we do.

Section 7. Finally, we conclude and point out potential
future works in Section 8.
2. Related work
2.1. Related work on community detection
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2.1.2. Clustering methods
Community detection can also be envisioned as a
clustering problem. By computing similarities between
user proﬁles, one can detect groups according to clustering results. The choice of the similarity metrics is
quite important and largely inﬂuences clustering results. To ﬁnd similar interests, the distance between
user’s interests must be deﬁned and this deﬁnition has
a strong inﬂuence on the clustering results. For instance, we can consider a bag of tags with their weights
to represent an interest, then compute the weighted
tag distance to deﬁne the interest distance between
two users. Clustering methods, such as [8,30], group
users according to their features. They do not take the

2.1.3. LDA-based models
A third approach consists in using a probabilistic
graphical model for both the user proﬁles and the network structure to solve community detection problem.
For example, [34] transform links to binary node attributes, then use a LDA-based model to detect communities. [25] use a LDA-based method on social tagging systems where users label resources with tags, but
they do not consider the problem of overlapping community detection. [26] use an extended LDA-based
model to analyze academic social networks in order to
ﬁnd expert authors, papers and conferences. A problem of these LDA-based models is that they normally
assume soft-membership [31] which means that a user
cannot have high probabilities to belong to several
communities simultaneously. That is to say that the
more communities a user belongs to, the less it belongs
to each community (simply because probabilities have
to sum to one). Moreover, [20] and [15] also use statistical model to detect overlapping communities. The
difference is that LDA-based models normally integrate topic detection which can be used to interpret detected communities while the two above cited methods only detect overlapping communities without any
topic information on each detected communities.

PY

We distinguish between three kinds of approaches
for community detection, depending on their characteristics: Graph-based methods are based on network
structure; Clustering methods are based on the similarity of user proﬁles; LDA-based methods use probabilistic graphical model.
2.1.1. Graph-based methods
A ﬁrst and direct solution is to extract an implicit
network structure (such as a question-answer network,
a co-answer network, etc.) from interaction traces to
come down to a traditional community detection problem on social networks. Since intuitively, users are
grouped by interests, and most of their interactions
are based on shared interests, it is reasonable to induce a network structure from these interactions and
then run community detection algorithms on the network. Many classical algorithms have been developed
such as [2,29]. There are many constraints when adopting these methods. First, they do not take into account
node attributes nor link attributes. Take co-answer network as an example, where nodes represent users and
links represent users answering the same questions.
In case two users are connected, these methods can
only detect that they have answered the same questions
many times. They cannot indicate whether they have
answered questions on the same topic or on different
topics. Second, some of the works adopting this approach cannot detect overlapping communities, while
other works such as [29] address this problem.
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2.1.4. Short summary
Table 1 summarizes the main features of the three
approaches. Graph-based approaches normally use
link information while ignoring node attributes. Some
of them cannot detect overlapping communities or provide membership ratios which are weights denoting
to what extent a user belongs to a community. Most
of these methods cannot identify the topic in each detected community. Clustering approaches use node attributes to group similar users. Some of their results are
hard-partition communities, with no overlapping and
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few

few

no

LDA-based

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Ourmethod

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
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no membership information. LDA-based models overcome the shortcomings of graph-based and clustering
approaches, using both node attributes and link information. Besides, LDA-based models normally combine community detection with topic detection, which
could be used to interpret detected communities. Our
proposed method is similar to LDA-based methods,
in that it also enables to detect overlapping communities and identify the topics at the same time. It differs from LDA-based methods in that it enables to consider a user having high probabilities to belong to several communities simultaneously while these methods
normally assume soft-membership [31]. In addition,
our proposed method is much simpler and faster than
LDA-based methods while preserving the quality of
the detection.

O

Uses
links

C

Graphbased
Clustering
methods

Uses
nodes
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2.2. Related work on temporal modeling and expert
detection

2.2.1. Topic based temporal modeling
There is an increasing research interest for the temporal modeling of topics and several methods have
been proposed. [27] jointly model topics and time label
by assuming that words and time stamps are both generated by latent topics. [33] proposed a PLSA-based
[11] model to separate temporary topics from stable
topics. [12] jointly model latent user groups and temporal topics to detect group-level temporal topics.
2.2.2. Related work on expert detection
Research works related on expert identiﬁcation in
Q&A sites are mainly based on link analysis and topic
modeling techniques. The general purpose of expert
detection is normally to support the question routing
task which essentially consists in ﬁnding the most relevant experts to answer a newly submitted question.
[35] propose a modiﬁed PageRank algorithm to rank
users in a speciﬁc domain. Besides, they propose the
Z-score measure to evaluate expertise. Compared with
simple statistical measures, for instance the number of

best answers provided by a user, the Z-score measure
uses both the number of questions and the number of
answers posted by a user. Similarly, [14] use the HITS
algorithm to discover authorities users. [5] propose a
model based on Indegree, which is the number of best
answers provided by users, to discovery experts. [17]
propose a probability model to estimate users’ expertise for the question routing task.
Rather than detecting global experts, another kind of
works uses topic models to detect experts at the topic
level. [10] proposed a generative model by leveraging
the category information of questions on certain Q&A
sites. [32] jointly model topics and expertise by integrating a Gaussian Mixture Model to capture vote information. [7] propose a spectral clustering based topic
model. [19] propose a generative model to model the
triple role of users (as askers, answerers, and voters).
Our contribution extends this kind of works.
There are also works applying machine learning
techniques to perform expert detection. [13] combine
topic models outputs and statistical features and apply a pair-wised learning to obtain a ranked model
and recommend expert users for a question. [23] apply
machine learning algorithms to identify experts from
their early behavior. [3] perform an in-depth study of
StackOverﬂow1 and show that expert users tend to answer questions more quickly and gain high reputation
by higher activity. Their approach is based on features
extraction and machine learning algorithms to predict
whether a question has a long-term value and whether
a question has been sufﬁciently answered. Their results
show that votes information can indicate a user’s expertise level while currently, these kind of work normally rely on the outputs of topic models.
Compared with these latest works, our model captures both topics and expertise, and temporal modeling. It can detect topic dynamics both at the global
level and at the individual user level. Besides, we propose a post-process method to solve a common problem in LDA based models.
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Table 1
Comparison of our method to state-of-the-art approaches

3. Overlapping community detection based on the
LDA model
3.1. Principle of our approach
In Natural Language Processing (NLP), Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] is a classical docu1 http://www.stackoverﬂow.com/
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P (t|u) = P (t|z) ∗ P (z|u)

(1)

where t denotes a tag, z denotes a latent topic, u denotes a user. The probability of a tag for a user is the
result of multiplying the probability of this tag for a
topic and the probability of this topic for the user.
The plate notation of this model is presented in
Fig. 2.
The dependencies among the many variables can
be captured by the direction of line. The boxes represent replicated variables, which are users, interests and
tags. The outer boxes represent users, while the inner
boxes represent the repeated choice of topics and tags
for a user. The parameters of this model are explained
in Table 2. M and V are given while K, α and β can
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Fig. 2. User–Topic–Tag (LDA) model.
Table 2
Model parameters

C

M
K
V
Nm

O

Parameter

R

ment clustering method. It is used to detect latent topics from documents by constructing a document-topicword three layer probabilistic graphical model. In this
three layer model, document and word can be observed
from dataset, while topic is a hidden layer, which could
be estimated by the observed data.
In StackOverﬂow, a user submits a question, then assigns 1∼5 tags to indicate the key points of this question. Other users who are interested in the question
may provide answers to the question or comments to
other answers. The basic social graph in StackOverﬂow is a question-answer graph. As tags attached to
a question can reﬂect the boundary or domain of it,
users answering the question can be considered as interested by this domain. As a result, a basic approach is
as follows. A user answering a question acquires tags
attached to this question. Gradually, each user acquires
a list of tags associated with their frequencies. If we
treat a user as a document, tags acquired by the user as
words in a document, then community detection could
also be considered as a clustering problem. User with
similar topics of interest are partitioned into the same
cluster as a community of interest.
Similarly to [18], we applied the classic LDA
method to construct a users-topics-tags model to detect
latent topics of interest from the tags acquired by users
and then cluster users into different topics. The output
of the model consists in two probability distributions:
(1) A User-Topic distribution to describe to what extent a user is interested in different topics. (2) A TopicTag distribution to describe to what extent a topic is
related to different tags.
The formalization of this model is given by equation
(1):
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α
β
θm
φk
zm,n
tm,n

Meaning

the total number of users
the total number of topics
the total number of tags
the total number of tags for user m
the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-user
topic distributions
the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-topic
tag distributions
the topic distribution for user m
the tag distribution for topic k
the topic for nth tag in m’s tag list
the speciﬁed tag in nth position of m’s tag list

be chosen. T is observed in users’ tag lists. Other variables are latent variables which have to be estimated.
The intuition behind this model is that users choose
their topics and topics generate tags. The generative
process can be summarized as follows:
Process of generating a user’s tag list
for interest k in [1..K]:
draw topic tag distribution φ(k) ∼ Dir(β)
for user m ∈ [1, M]:
draw a user-topic distribution θ (m) ∼ Dir(α)
for each tag n ∈ user m’s tag list, where n ∈ [1,Nm ],
m ∈ [1..M]
draw topic zm,n ∼ Multi(θ (m))
draw tag tm,n ∼ Multi(φ(zm,n ))
We use the collapsed Gibbs sampling method [9] to
sample the hidden variable z, then θ and φ can both be
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Table 3
Top 10 related tags for detected topics of interest

estimated. The inference process is as follows. We iteratively sample the topic indicator zm,n for each answer
tag tm,n according to equation (2).

Topic 1

p(zi = zm,n |u = um , t = tm,n , Z, U, T¬i )
z

∝ K

+α
Cum,n
m ,¬i

k
k=1 Cum ,¬i

·

+K ∗α

t
Czm,n
+β
m,n ,¬i
V
t
t=1 Czm,n ,¬i + V

(2)

∗β

where ¬i enforces that all the counters used are calk
is the number of
culated with tag ti excluded. Cu,¬i
t
tags acquired by user u assigned to topic k, Ck,¬i
is the
number of tags t assigned to topic k.
Then with a Gibbs sampling, we can estimate θ and
φ by equations (3) and (4):

φ = V

Ckt + β
+V ∗β
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where Cuk is the number of tags assigned to topic k of
user u, Ckt is the number of tags t assigned to topic k.
3.2. Experiments

swing (0.015)

asp.net
(0.059)

stl (0.014)

vb.net (0.019)

jquery (0.056)

algorithm
(0.014)
c# (0.013)

best-practices
(0.014)
multithreading
(0.011)
xml (0.010)

linq (0.018)

css (0.042)

windowsforms
(0.016)

mysql (0.029)

win32 (0.013)

spring (0.010)

ajax (0.021)

linux (0.011)

performance
(0.009)

visual-studio
(0.015)
asp.net-mvc
(0.015)

jsp(0.008)

wpf (0.012)

webdevelopment
(0.019)
regex (0.018)

best-practices
(0.011)

asp.net
(0.015)

Topic 5

(4)

R

t
t=1 Ck

windows
(0.020)

best-practices
(0.011)
multithreading
(0.011)

(3)

+K ∗α

We run the above described model on a dataset from
the popular Q&A site StackOverﬂow, each user being
represented by her tag list as explained before. We just
illustrate some of the results to show the effectiveness
of this model.
The ﬁrst result is the probability for each tag to belong to each topic. This is shown in Table 3. The second result is the probability for a user to belong to different topics of interest. This is shown in Table 4.
Table 3 shows eight detected topics of interest,
one column for one topic, and ten rows for the top
10 tags for each topic, sorted by descending weights
(a tag’s weight is the probability of the tag to belong to the topic). This table shows that each topic
has a clear and focused interest. For example, topic
1 has c-development related tags, topic 2 has javadevelopment related tags, topic 3 has c#-development
related tags, topic 4 has html-development related
tags, topic 5 has iphone-development related tags,
topic 6 has database related tags, topic 7 has linux-

Topic 4

c# (0.225)
.net (0.128)

O

+α

k
k=1 Cu

Topic 3

java (0.345)
eclipse (0.023)

C

θ = K

Cuk

Topic 2

c++ (0.225)
c (0.084)

PY
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generics
(0.008)
Topic 6

iphone (0.137) sql (0.181)

Topic 7
python
(0.181)
perl (0.056)

php (0.117)
javascript
(0.115)
html (0.059)

Topic 8
subjective
(0.143)
best-practices
(0.038)
languageagnostic
(0.035)
programming
(0.028)

objective-c
(0.123)
cocoa (0.080)

sql-server
(0.150)
database
(0.062)

ms-access
(0.062)

delphi (0.042)

linux (0.030)

cocoa-touch
(0.056)

sql-server2005 (0.042)

ruby (0.027)

notprogrammingrelated
(0.019)

iphone-sdk
(0.041)

mysql (0.039)

django (0.023)

vba (0.035)

tsql (0.037)

ruby-on-rails
(0.021)

careerdevelopment
(0.018)
learning
(0.017)

excel (0.023)

oracle (0.028)

beginner
(0.017)

polls (0.017)

vb6 (0.022)

databasedesign
(0.025)

git (0.013)

xslt (0.021)

storedprocedures
(0.017)

bash (0.013)

programminglanguages
(0.015)
design (0.014)

regex (0.031)

development related tags, topic 8 has non-programming related tags. Moreover, weights reﬂect the relevance of tags to each topic. For example, topic 5 is
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Table 4
Detected topics of interest

c-development
(0.333), linuxdevelopment
(0.196)

database-related
(0.383),
non-programmingrelated
(0.290)

python (93)
c++ (64)

c (152)
c++ (148)

sql-server (108)
database (64)

javascript (45)
html (34)
c# (33)

java (89)
subjective (89)
c# (68)

sql (63)
subjective (45)
python (43)

css (32)
visual-studio (29)
windows (27)
c (27)
.net (24)

sql (68)
windows (67)
linux (54)
bash (48)
regex (43)

sql-server-2005 (31)
best-practices (27)
.net (25)
c++ (23)
c# (22)

user_78374
non-programmingrelated (0.493),
linuxdevelopment (0.316)

user_53897
javadevelopment
(0.835), nonprogrammingrelated (0.075)

user_23743
iphonedevelopment
(0.683), nonprogrammingrelated (0.155)

java (366)

objective-c (73)

eclipse (24)
tomcat (20)

cocoa (71)
iphone (34)

c (13)
programming (13)
c++ (10)
beginner (8)

subjective (18)
performance (18)
best-practices (16)
j2ee (14)

cocoa-touch (21)
mac (19)
osx (17)
iphone-sdk (13)

jar (13)

xcode (10)

logging (10)
c# (9)

subjective (8)
c (8)

4. Topic trees distributions (TTD)
4.1. Problem deﬁnition
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subjective (35)
python (32)
best-practices (16)

not-programmingrelated (8)
language-agnostic (6)
coding-style (5)

PY

user_15401

htmldevelopment
(0.284),
c-development
(0.275)

O

user_14860

explain each corresponding community. In our work,
we directly use each topic to represent a community.
However, we found that there are three limitations
when applying LDA models to our task. The ﬁrst one
is a lack of efﬁciency: the complexity of the probabilistic model was prohibitive. The second limitation is
that the original LDA model does not enable to extract
temporal and expertise information. The third limitation is that the detected probability distributions cannot
be compared with each other. Therefore, we extended
our work in two directions. First, we developed a simpler method to detect topics and overlapping communities to solve the ﬁrst problem: the TTD method is
presented in Section 4. Second, we propose a more
complex model to extract more information from user
generated content to answer the two other limitations:
the TTEA method is presented in Section 6.

C

user_21886

concerned with iphone-development, its top 3 tags are
‘iphone’, ‘objective-c’ and ‘cocoa’ which are very relevant to it.
Table 4 shows six randomly chosen users and their
top 10 tags. The ﬁrst row contains user ids, the second
row contains their detected topics of interest with their
probability. The following ten rows show the top 10
tags for each user. We replaced topic ids with topic
names which we have assigned to them according to
their associated tags.
3.3. Discussion
The above experiments show that, by applying topic
models on Q&A website, we are able to detect overlapping communities, and the detected topics are useful to
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In StackOverﬂow, a user submits a question, then
assigns 1∼5 tags to indicate the topics of the question. Other users who are interested in the question
may provide answers to the question. As the tags attached to a question can reﬂect its topic, users answering a question can be considered as interested
by its topic. Let U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , un } be the set
of users, Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qm } the set of questions and T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tv } the set of tags. We
aim at (1) extracting topics distribution Topic =
{topic1 , topic2 , . . . , topick } from T , and for each
topick , deﬁning topick = {pk1 , pk2 , . . . , pkv } where
pki denotes the probability of tag ti to be related to
topick ; and then (2) detecting user’s interests. For a
user ui ∈ U , we deﬁne Ii = {Ii1 , Ii2 , . . . , Iik } where
Iik denotes the probability of ui to be interested in
topick .
4.2. First-tag enrichment
When sorting the tags of a question by their global
frequency, we found that normally the ﬁrst tag of a
question is much more general and indicates the domain of the question. For example, a question tagged
with {c#, iostream, fstream} is related to c#; a question tagged with {html, css, height} is related to html.
However, there are also some questions which have
less tags and, in this case, the tags are less popular,
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Fig. 3. Example of computing a ﬁrst-tag distribution.
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p(ﬁrst_tag|tag) =

p(ﬁrst_tag, tag)
p(tag)

=

I (ﬁrst_tag, tag)
I (tag)

(5)

We compute the probabilities just by normalizing the
ﬁrst-tag frequency map. In the example, the ﬁrst-tag
frequency map for css becomes {html:1.0} and the
ﬁrst-tag frequency map for layout becomes {html:0.5,
c#:0.5}. In order to lower the probabilities of low frequency tags as ﬁrst-tag, we use the squashing function
(6):
p(ﬁrst_tag|tag)
=



I (ﬁrst_tag, tag)
∗ σ I (ﬁrst_tag)
I (tag)

=

1
record_freq
∗
sum(record_freq) (1 + e−k∗freq )

(6)

O

PY

where, record_freq denotes the co-occurrence of ﬁrsttag and tag, sum(record_freq) denotes the sum of these
recorded frequencies, freq denotes the global occurrence of the ﬁrst-tag, σ (x) is sigmoid function, which
is used as a squashing function for numerical stability. The value of sigmoid function is between 0 and
1, however the shape of this function is largely determined by parameter k. Considering the maximum
value of tag frequency (tag c#:31,801) in our dataset,
we chose k as 0.001 (dotted line), which will lower the
probabilities of low frequency tags as ﬁrst-tag while
maintaining the probabilities of high frequency tags as
ﬁrst-tag. Figure 4 recalls the shape of the sigmoid function for different values of k.
For example, if the ﬁrst-tag frequency map for css
is {html:10, jquery:2}, then, when normalizing ﬁrsttag html, record_freq = 10, sum(record_freq) = 12,
p(html) = 5,552. As a result, p(html|css) = 0.8301.
Similarly, for each tag, we provide a list of enriching
ﬁrst-tags with estimated probabilities.
The second step of our approach consists in choosing a ﬁrst-tag to enrich each question. Given a question’s tag list, we fetch the top 5 ﬁrst-tags (with the
highest probabilities). Then we accumulate the corresponding probabilities with a discount taking into account the position of the tag in the tag list associated
to the question, as shown in equation (7):

C
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like a question tagged with {ant} or a question tagged
with {qt, boost}. For these questions, the main domain is implicit. Our experiment dataset shows that
nearly 12% of the questions only have one tag, and
nearly 25% of the questions only have two tags. Therefore, we propose an approach to enrich a question
with a ﬁrst tag when needed. The ﬁrst step of our
approach consists in computing the ﬁrst-tag distribution. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, let us consider
the three tag lists, {html, css, height}, {html, css, layout}, and {c#, gui, layout}, respectively associated to
questions Q1, Q2, Q3. The ﬁrst-tag frequency map for
html is {html:2}, the ﬁrst-tag frequency map for css is
{html:2}, and the ﬁrst-tag frequency map for layout is
{html:1, c#:1}. Given a tag, the probability of its ﬁrsttag is computed by equation (5), which is the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of the probability
p(ﬁrst_tag|tag), where I (tag) denotes the occurrence
of tag and I (ﬁrst_tag, tag) denotes the co-occurrence
of ﬁrst_tag and tag.

pj = p1,j + p2,j ∗ dis + · · · + pk,j ∗ disk−1 (7)
where pj denotes the probability of tag j to be the
ﬁrst-tag of a given question, pk,j denotes the probability for tag k to have tag j as its ﬁrst-tag. The range
of v and k are [1, V ] and [1, K], where V denotes the
number of all the ﬁrst-tags, K denotes the number of
tags in the given question and dis denotes the discount
due to the position.
Then we consider the ﬁrst-tag with the highest probability as the enriching ﬁrst-tag. If this ﬁrst-tag already

1
for different values of k.
(1+e−k∗z )

O

Fig. 4. Shape of function
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Table 5

the iostream topic of c++, and more speciﬁcally, that it
focused on fstream. This inspired us to build a tag tree
to represent it and compute the probability for a tag to
be related to a topic. Figure 5 illustrates the process of
building a tag tree. Figure 6 illustrates an example of
html’s tree. Our topic extraction method is described in
Algorithm 1. In the build trees process (lines 3–6), we
build a tag tree according to the position of tags in a
question, and record the occurrence of each node. For
example, let us consider again the tag lists of questions
Q1, Q2, Q3 in Fig. 3. Based on them, we construct two
trees. The root of the ﬁrst tree is html, the occurrence
of this node is 2, it has only one child css, which has
2 occurrences, and this node has two children, layout
and height, and each one occurs 1 time. The root of the
second tree is c# with 1 occurrence. By processing all
the tag lists, many trees are generated. We then construct an afﬁnity matrix of the root nodes (lines 7–9).
Since we applied our ﬁrst-tag enrichment method, the
number of root tags is not very large. The similarity of
two root nodes is computed according to equation (8):

C

Original and enriched tag lists
java, ant
c++, qt, boost

django, hosting
xslt, dynamic, xsl

python, django, hosting
xml, xslt, dynamic, xsl

sql-server-2005, sorting
tomcat, grails, connection
cocoa, osx, mac, plugins
spring, j2ee, module, count

sql, sql-server-2005, sorting
java, tomcat, grails, connection
objective-c, cocoa, osx, mac, plugins
java, spring, j2ee, module, count
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ant
qt, boost

exists in the original tag list, we simply skip the insertion, or else we insert it at the ﬁrst position of the question’s tag list. We processed 242,552 tag lists from the
StackOverFlow Q&A site, and our method enriched
33,622 of them (13.5%). Table 5 presents the results of
the enrichment of 8 tag lists (enriched tags are in bold).
4.3. Topic extraction
From the observation of our dataset, we conﬁrmed
the natural intuition that high frequency tags are more
generic and low frequency tags are more speciﬁc, and
most of the low frequency tags are related to a more
generic tag. A similar observation was also found in
[21]. Besides, [32] shows that tag frequency in Q&A
sites also satisﬁes a power law distribution [1]. For
example, for a question tagged with {c++, iostream,
fstream} (with tags sorted according to their frequencies), we could ﬁnd that it was related to c++ and to

Simi(root_i, root_j )
=

I (root_i, root_j )
(I (root_i) + I (root_j ))

(8)

where I (root_i, root_j ) denotes the co-occurrence of
tag root_i and tag root_j , and I (root_i) and I (root_j )
denote the occurrence of tag root_i and tag root_j respectively. Then we perform a spectral clustering [22]
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Fig. 5. Example of a tag tree.
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Fig. 6. html’s tag tree.
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Table 6
Top tags and their probabilities for some topics computed with TTD

Algorithm 1 Topic Extraction
1: Input: enriched tag list of questions, topic number
K
2: Output: topic-tag distribution
3: /*build trees process, shown in Fig. 5*/
4: trees = null /* initialize */
5: for tag in taglist do
6:
trees.insert(taglist)
7: /*build afﬁnity matrix for root_tags*/
8: root_tags = trees.get_root_tags()
9: afﬁnities_matrix = build_afﬁnity(root_tags)
10: /*run spectral-clustering on afﬁnity matrix*/
11: groups = spectral(afﬁnities_matrix,K)
12: /*combine tree according to groups*/
13: new_trees = combine_tree (trees,groups)
14: /*compute topic-tag distribution*/
15: topic_distributions = compute (new_trees)
16: ** we perform a spectral clustering to divide these
root tags into several groups

Topic 4

O
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p(tag|topic) =

=

p(tag, topic)
p(topic)

I (tag) + 1
I (sum(tag) + N )

(9)

where I (tag) denotes the number of occurrences of
tag in the topic tree, and I (sum(tag)) denotes the total number of occurrences of all tag occurrences in
the topic tree. Compared with LDA-based model, our
model could have a zero-probabilities problem, with
less popular or new tags related to some topics with a
zero probability due to no evidence of co-occurrence.
For example, if tag zombie-process never occurs in
a html-related tag tree, then the probability of tag
zombie-process to be related to html-related topics is
zero, which could lead to some problems when dealing
with young datasets. We avoid it by using the Laplace

Topic 5

Topic 6

iphone
objective-c
ios

0.203 git
0.112 svn
0.109 versioncontrol

0.198 sql
0.096 mysql
0.045 sql-server

0.177
0.122
0.074

xcode
cocoa-touch
ipad
cocoa

0.042
0.021
0.020
0.018

0.033
0.033
0.029
0.018

database
oracle
sql-server-2008
tsql

0.040
0.030
0.029
0.026

uitableview
ios5

0.012 msbuild
0.010 jenkins

0.016 query
0.015 sql-server-2005

0.025
0.019

core-data

0.009 tfs2010

0.014 database-design 0.011

github
tfs
maven
tortoisesvn

Topic 12

Topic 13
0.214 javascript

css

PY

html

0.201 jquery
0.017 html

O

xhtml

Topic 14
0.264 machinelearning
0.114 artiﬁcialintelligence
0.035 neuralnetwork

0.247
0.130
0.062

webdevelopment
ie
css-layout

0.016 ajax

0.031 classiﬁcation 0.046

0.012 css
0.010 ﬁrefox

0.016 data-mining
0.013 svm

0.037
0.031

div
layout
ﬁrefox

0.010 dom
0.010 php
0.009 ie

0.011 weka
0.011 libsvm
0.010 nlp

0.025
0.015
0.024

ie6

0.009 webdevelopment

0.008 bayesian

0.011
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on the afﬁnity matrix to group these root nodes (lines
10–11). Each group forms what we will call a topic. As
spectral clustering requires to select the desired number of topics, we choose the same number 30 as [7],
which has proved to be a reasonable setting for the
Stackoverﬂow dataset. We then combine trees if their
root nodes belong to the same topic (lines 12–13). This
process leads to a forest where each tree represents
a topic. Then, in the compute topic-tag distribution
process (lines 14–15),for each topic tree, we compute
p(tag|topic) by using the MLE estimation method, according to equation (9):
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smoothing method, as shown in equation (9). Table 6
shows the top tags and their probabilities detected by
our method.
We used the spectral clustering implementation of
scikit-learn toolkit.2 We only run it on the root nodes,
which have quite a small size (around 1,175 nodes with
the tag enrichment process), which means that we only
need to build an afﬁnity matrix on these root nodes and
the overall cost is acceptable.
4.4. User interest detection
In StackOverﬂow, users answering a question can
be considered as interested in the topics denoted by
the tags of the question. As a result, a starting point
for user interest detection is to model the initial situation as follows: a user answering a question ac2 Scikit-learn
toolkit:
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/
clustering.html#spectral-clustering.
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Ii,k = log

v



Pt,k + 1
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(10)

5. TTD experiments and evaluation on
StackOverﬂow data

We conducted experiments on the dataset of activities on StackOverﬂow between 2008 and 2009, which
is available online,3 to evaluate the performance of our
TTD approach compared to three other community detection algorithms. The total number of users is 103K.
Among them, 47K users submitted at least one question, and 54K users answered at least one question.
The total number of tags attached to questions is 24K,
and 20% of them are used more than 10 times. The frequency of tags follows a power law distribution. The
total number of posts is 1.1M; among them there are
242K questions and 870K answers.
3 https://archive.org/details/stackexchange

5.1. Performance of topic extraction
We use the Perplexity [4] metric to measure the
topic extraction performance. It is a common metric in
the topic modeling area, measuring how well the words
in test documents are represented by the word distribution of extracted topics. The intuition is that a better model will tend to assign higher probabilities to the
test dataset, corresponding to a lower perplexity value.
We split the dataset (question tag lists), 80% as training
set, 20% as testing set. We run LDA and our method on
the training set to get the topic distribution. Then for a
test set of M questions’ tag lists (Nd denotes the number of tags in the dth question) the Perplexity score is
computed as shown in equation (11):

(11)
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Perplexity(Dtest )
 M
log p(tag)
= exp − d=1
M
d=1 Nd

R

quires the tags attached to this question and gradually, each user acquires a list of tags. So we represent a user by a tag list: U = {Ui |i = 1, . . . , n},
Ui = {tagi |i = m, n, . . . , k}, and our goal is, for each
user Ui , to ﬁnd Ii = {Ii1 , Ii2 , . . . , Iik } where Iik denotes the probability of user Ui to be related to topick .
As we already have a topic-tag distribution we simply
compute the user-topic distribution according to equation (10) where Pt,k denotes the probability of tag t
to be related to topic k. We then normalize the probabilities between 0 and 1 by dividing the global max
value. We use the log function for numerical stability. Here we do not apply normalization at the level of
the user, because like [31], we believe that each user
could have a high interest in two or more topics simultaneously, while most of the probabilistic graphical models including LDA and PLSA require that the
sum of all the probabilities is 1, which means that a
user cannot have high probabilities to many topics simultaneously. Our method does not have this limitation.
Then we identify users’ communities of interests
based on the user-topic distribution: a user having a
high probability for a topic should be a member of the
community represented by this topic.

In our model, p(tag) is equal to p(topic|question) ∗
p(tag|topic). We compute the topic-question distribution p(topic|question) similarly to the user-topic distribution (see Section 4.4), by replacing user’s tag lists
by question’s tag lists. The only difference is that we
normalize the question-topic distribution to make sure
that the sum of a question’s topic distribution is 1.
We show and compare the average perplexity score
in Fig. 7. TTD is our method, TTD_noEnrich represents our method without ﬁrst-tag enrichment. We
ﬁnd that TTD could outperform the state-of-the-art
LDA method. The reason is that, compared with traditional document topic modeling use cases, question
tag lists in Q&A sites are very short, and LDA performs poorly in this situation. Besides, our ﬁrst-tag enrichment method can improve the performance when
the number of topics is not very large. Another point is
that, beneﬁting from a tree structure for topics, we can
easily extract sub-topics from a given topic. Besides,
TTD is based on a topic model, so extracting these subtopics can help us ﬁnd sub-communities within a detected community. Table 7 shows the top tags of java’s
sub-topic html and of topic html. We can ﬁnd that the
differences are noticeable for topics: a user who is interested in topic html is not necessarily interested in
java’s sub-topic html and vice versa.

C
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5.2. Performance of user interest detection
Traditional community detection algorithms are
based on a network structure. As there is no explicit
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Table 7

jsp swing xml parsing jsf jeditorpane pdf applet dom
css xhtml web-development table div ie layout
css-layout ﬁrefox

O

java_html
html

R

Top tags for java’s sub-topic html and mysql, denoted by java_html,
and java_mysql respectively, compared with topics html and mysql

C

Fig. 7. Comparison of topic extraction performances.

jdbc hibernate database tomcat prepared-statement
spring connection-pooling connection security

mysql

database query mysql-query ruby-on-rails
database-design performance stored-procedures
innodb optimization
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java_mysql

network in our dataset and in order to compare our
work with other approaches on the same dataset, we
extracted a network of interactions between users: a
co-answer network inspired by the notion of co-view
network introduced in [8]. The idea behind it is that if
two users answer the same question they share some
of their interests. So, the co-answer network, to some
extent, can reﬂect the common interests between users.
We ﬁltered the co-answer links with a rule stating that
a link is kept if two users answer the same questions
more than 10 times (we varied this parameter by 15,
20, 25, the results are similar, so here we report results
with 10). Based on the noise-less dataset obtained, we
implemented three well known community detection
methods in order to compare our approach with them.
In order to evaluate the results of overlapping commu-

nity detection, for each user, a method should output
1∼3 community labels with corresponding probabilities to indicate to what extent the user is interested in
the community. Then we deﬁne three levels of interest
in a community: High, Medium, Low according to the
probabilities. In addition, we empirically set the number of communities to 30 for all the evaluated methods.
– SLPA [29]: An overlapping community detection
method inspired by a classical Label propagation
algorithm (LPA). SLPA algorithm can evaluate to
which extent a user belongs to a community by
the received propagated label (a ‘Post-process’ in
SLPA algorithm). So, it can output more than one
community label according to these frequencies.
– LDA: Similar to [32], we run LDA to build a
user–topic–tag model on the given dataset, users
are represented by their tag list. As the output
contains a user–topic distribution, we just sort
the distribution for each user and choose the top
3 topic labels as community label together with
their probabilities.
– Clustering: We used the implementation of hierarchical clustering from scikit-learn toolkit.4 As

4 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html#
hierarchical-clustering
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is better than the three other methods in detecting
users’ High level of interest with both metrics. The
reason why our method is not very efﬁcient to detect users’ Low level of interest is that our method
allows users to belong to more than one community with high probabilities, since our method do not
have the sum-to-one constrain. For example, a user
could be interested in a topic with a probability of 0.7
(High) and interested in several topics with a probability of 0.3 (Low), then this user will be in many
Low level of interest communities. This puts some irrelevant users with Low level of interest which decreases the similarity between community members.
Table 9 shows some users and their interests detected
with TTD and their top 10 tags. The ﬁrst row contains
user ids, the second row contains their detected communities of interests with their probabilities. The following ten rows show the top 10 tags for each user.
We replaced community labels by names assigned according to the tags associated to each topic of interest.
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Our aim was to evaluate the similarity between users
within a detected community of interest. We mainly
used the Jaccard similarity and cosine similarity of
two user’s tag lists to evaluate the similarity of two
user’s interests. We used a modiﬁed modularity metric
to compute the difference between the average similarity between the users within a community (avg_inner)
and the average similarity between the users in a
community and some user randomly chosen from the
whole dataset (avg_rand). This is captured in equation
(12), where N represents the number of users in a community C, and Simi denotes the similarity function.
Rand_U represents users that are randomly chosen
from the whole data set. A higher value of avg_inner
denotes that users within a community are very similar. A lower value of avg_rand denotes that users of a
community are not very similar to random users. So a
higher value of modularity means a larger difference
between avg_inner and avg_rand, which is considered as a better partition of communities. As the metric has random variables, we run the experiments 10
times and each time we used different random users.
Besides, we created a center user in each community
by averaging all users’ tag lists and frequencies, then
we computed the average similarity between each user
in a community and this center user as avg_center.
As introduced before, each method gives 1∼3 community labels for each user to indicate the level of interest. So we evaluated each level of interest respectively.

PY

clustering algorithms are hard-partitioned, it can
only generate one group label for each user.
– TTD: it is our method. We sort the results of user
interest detection (Section 4.4) and choose the top
3 as community label together with their probabilities.

M(C)
= Avg_inner

N 
N


Simi(U _i, U _j )

i=1 j =1

Avg_rand

N 
50


Simi(U _i, RandU _j )

i=1 j =1

(12)
Experiment results are shown in Table 8. We run
each method on the co-answer dataset 10 times, and
listed the average value. We found that our method

5.3. Scalability

We also evaluated the scalability of each method.
However, as these methods are written in different programming languages, it is not fair to consider this as
a precise evaluation; it is just an indication. To increase the stability of the comparison, we run experiments 10 times, and listed the average values. We
used a Java implementation of LDA algorithm. All the
other methods were implemented in Python. For our
method, the time of topic detection was also counted
in. For LDA and SLPA, we set the iteration number to 100. We run the experiments on a computer
with 3 GHz Intel i7 CPU and 8 GB RAM. From the
experiment, we could ﬁnd that LDA, SLPA and our
method are linear in terms of the number of users,
see Fig. 8. The LDA algorithm is theoretically O(nm)
[28] for each iteration, with n representing the number of users, and m representing the number of tags for
each user. However when we test it on large datasets,
it clearly appears that only n actually has an impact
and m has a very low impact because they are of very
different orders. So LDA could be regarded as linear in n. Our method is theoretically O(nm) + O(r 2 )
without iteration with n representing the number of
users, m representing the number of tags for each user,
and r representing the number of root tags using our
TTD model. Besides, [9] proved that LDA model re-
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Table 8
Comparison of the performances of the methods of user interest detection
Similarity
Level

Jaccard similarity
Medium interest

High interest

Metric

Low interest

avg_inner avg_rand modularity avg_center avg_inner avg_rand modularity avg_center avg_inner avg_rand modularity avg_center

TTD
LDA
SLPA
Clustering

0.162
0.147
0.131
0.130

0.033
0.035
0.040
0.041

4.909
4.200
3.275
3.171

0.218
0.178
0.166
0.161

0.135
0.131
0.129
0.000

0.039
0.039
0.040
0.000

3.462
3.359
3.225
0.000

0.171
0.177
0.159
0.000

0.107
0.144
0.121
0.000

0.042
0.041
0.039
0.000

2.548
3.512
3.103
0.000

0.131
0.193
0.155
0.000

Similarity
Cosine similarity
Level
High interest
Medium interest
Low interest
Metric
avg_inner avg_rand modularity avg_center avg_inner avg_rand modularity avg_center avg_inner avg_rand modularity avg_center
0.736
0.836
0.749
0.763

0.574
0.660
0.624
0.622

1.282
1.267
1.200
1.226

0.857
0.917
0.854
0.875

0.573
0.900
0.590
0.000

0.602
0.612
0.621
0.000

0.952
1.471
0.950
0.000

Table 9
Examples of user interests detected with TTD
user_113570
c#-dev (0.393),
web-dev (0.328)

sql-server (21)
sql (21)
tsql (6)

java (135)
swing (28)
oracle (27)

c# (107)
jquery (89)
javascript (56)

performance (4)
database (4)
stored-procedures
(3)

sql (23)
subjective (15)
windows (13)

.net (47)
asp.net (27)
css (23)

sql-server-2005 (3)
.net (3)
mysql (2)
sql-server-2000 (2)

eclipse (12)
best-practices (12)
plsql (10)
regex (10)

regex (20)
html (20)
iphone (12)
string (10)

web-dev (0.743),
database (0.072)
php (304)
javascript (193)

user_34509

0.695
0.865
0.844
0.000

O
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TH

user_24181

0.755
1.262
1.123
0.000

R

java-dev (0.664),
database (0.105)

0.629
0.600
0.625
0.000

O

user_103043

database (0.805),
c#-dev (0.081)

0.475
0.757
0.702
0.000

C

user_10224

0.761
0.948
0.687
0.000

PY

TTD
LDA
SLPA
Clustering

user_30461

c-dev (0.663),
linux-dev (0.083)

ios-dev (0.885),
linux-dev (0.020)

c++ (703)

cocoa (333)

c (187)

objective-c (184)

mysql (116)
html (86)

templates (62)
stl (53)

iphone (47)
cocoa-touch (39)

css (57)
regex (40)
jquery (37)
sql (27)

linux (48)
subjective (45)
pointers (44)
java (42)

osx (35)
mac (34)
iphone-sdk (20)
xcode (18)

ajax (26)
apache (23)

bash (40)
boost (31)

cocoa-bindings (18)
core-graphics (18)

quires a few hundreds of iterations to obtain stable
topic distribution. Our model does not have this limitation.

Fig. 8. Scalability of the compared user interest detection methods.

5.4. Discussion
To sum up, most community detection algorithms
work well on real-life social networks which contain
many triangle-shape structures. The interactions between the users in these networks are mainly based on
their relationships. It is also noticeable that the relationships which a user in such network can maintain
are limited and most likely restricted by the location
(co-author networks in academia is also in this situation), so the overall structure of the network is ﬂatter, scattered and with many triangle-shape structures.
Comparatively, in Q&A sites, such as StackOverﬂow,
there are no ﬁxed relationships between users. Users
interact with each other based on their own interests.
And they are not aware of whom they are interacting
with, so they will not maintain explicit relationships.
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Table 10
Output distributions of our model and their functionality
Notation

Functionality of distribution

θuk
θku
θkv /θkw
θkt
θtk
θukt

detect a user’s most interested topic
detect the most active users in a topic
detect the most relevant tags/words in a topic
detect the trends of a topic
detect the most popular topic at point in time
detect a user’s activity pattern in a topic

θuke

detect a user’s most expertise topic

PY

believe we propose a topic detection method which is
very suitable for Q&A datasets and an efﬁcient user interest detection method to discover overlapping communities of interests.
Fig. 9. Illustration of co-answer-network by SLPA [29].
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6.1. Problem deﬁnition
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Let us consider StackOverﬂow for an example of
the problem we address. In StackOverﬂow, as already
explained, a user submits a question, then assigns between 1∼5 tags to indicate the key domains of the
question. Other users who are interested in the question may provide answers to the question. Both questions and answers will get votes from other users.
For instance, Alice posts a question and assigns it the
tags {html, css, height}. Her question then gets 30
votes, and Bob gives an answer to this question at
10/11/2015, that gets a voting score of 35.
The Temporal Topic Expertise Activity (TTEA)
model we propose aims at jointly modeling topics,
topic trends, user expertise, and user activities. More
precisely, we aim at extracting the information listed
in Table 10.

C
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Besides, a user can interact with any other user and
mainly interacts with the “gurus” (most of questions
are answered by a small group of people). So the overall structure of the network is octopus-shape [16] with
less triangle-shape structures. According to [24], the
average number of triangle-shape structures per user
in Twitter dataset is around 35,714, while in our coanswer dataset, the number of triangle-shape structure
per user is around 30 which is far less. So, graph-based
community detection methods fail in such situation.
The result of SLPA algorithm shows that it outputs
one or two giant groups, together with many tiny
groups that only contain a small number of users as depicted in Fig. 9, where each color represents a detected
community. We can also see that the network contains less triangle-shape structures and a high-density
core.It also indicates that the network has huge overlaps. Since clustering methods normally generate hardpartition communities, they cannot detect the overlapping communities which are typical in our case. Concerning the LDA-based methods, on one hand, in our
dataset, question tag lists are quite short, and the experiment shows that our topic extraction method gives
better results in this situation. On the other hand, the
probabilistic graphical model requires hundreds of iterations to get stable results [9] which is more complicated and slower than our method. We also conducted similar experiments on a Flickr dataset in order
to show that our method is not speciﬁc to StackOverﬂow. Recalling our research questions (How can we
detect communities of interests in Q&A sites? How
can we also identify the topics that attract them?) we

6. Temporal topic expertise activity (TTEA)

6.2. Basic notions
Here are the basic notions later used in the description of TTEA:
Topic (θkw /θkv ): A bag of words or tags which are
closely related. Words are the content of questions or
answers, tags are attached to questions. For example,
the topic-tag distribution Database:{mysql: 0.5, sql:
0.3, query: 0.2}. expresses that topic Database is related to tags mysql, sql, and query.
User Topical Interest (θuk ): A user is interested
in different topics with different levels. For example,
the user-topic distribution Alice:{Database: 0.8, Java:

O

Fig. 10. TTEA model.
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6.3. TTEA model structure

TTEA is an LDA-based model. Figure 10 represents
it using the plate notation.
Let ui ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U } be the set of users, pi ∈
{1, 2, . . . , P } the set of answer posts, which are generated by these users, wi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , W } the set of
words in answers posts, tai ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T a} the set of
tags which are attached to posts, vi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , V } the
set of votes for each answer posts, tii ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T i}
the set of points in time which could be months or days
depending on the requirements, and zi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}
the set of topics for the posts. Here, U , P , W , T a,
V , T i and K denote the total number of users, posts,
words, tags, votes, points in time, and topics. α, β, δ,
γ , η, and λ are Dirichlet priors. The notation and description of distributions θuk , θkv , θkw , θkt , and θuke are
listed in Table 10.
Contrary to [4] who applied LDA model on long
documents such as news articles and assumed that each

word has a latent topic, we assume in TTEA that each
answer post has one topic: like in other short social
media, e.g. Twitter, an answer post is normally short,
each answer post is therefore suitable to be assigned
with one single latent topic, and all the words in that
post are considered to be generated by this topic.
For expertise modeling, we do not use votes directly
because (a) the vote scores are sparse and noncontinuous, and (b) it is not reasonable to tell that a vote score
55 is better than a vote score 50 if the vote score are
ranging from 0 to 3,000. Since the vote scores’ counts
distribution follows a log distribution [32], we use the
logarithmic value of vote score, and separate them into
several expertise levels, which is one of the parameters: the expertise level.
For temporal modeling, like [12,27], we use time
stamps directly. In order to model time at different levels, we simply split time stamps into different parts
(month, day, and hour) and use them separately depending on the demands.
Let us consider a user u who wants to answer a
question. She ﬁrst selects a topic k according to her
user-topic distribution θuk . Then she writes an answer
post p. The words of p are generated from topic k’s
topic-word distribution θkw . Since only the questions
have tags, we consider the answers automatically acquire all the tags of the question they respond to. Then
the answer post p acquires its tags according to the
topic-tag distribution θkv of topic k. Meanwhile, the
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0.2} expresses that Alice prefers to answer questions
related to Database, but rather not about Java.
User Topical Activity (θku ): Different users are interested in the same topic with different levels. For
example, the topic-user distribution Database:{Alice:
0.8, Bob: 0.2} expresses that Alice prefers to answer
question related to Database, while Bob is not willing
to contribute answers to it.
Topic Trend (θkt ): A topic is popular at different points in time with different levels. For example,the topic-time distribution Database:{May/2013:
0.2, June/2013: 0.3, July/2013: 0.5} expresses that the
topic Database is increasingly popular.
Topic Temporal Activity (θtk ): Topics are active at
a point in time with different levels. For example, the
time-topic distribution Sept/2013:{Ios: 0.8, Database:
0.2} expresses that ios related questions are popular in
Sept. 2013, while Database related questions are not
specially popular.
User Topic Temporal Dynamics (θukt ): A user is
interested in different topics at different points in time
with different levels. For example, the topic-time distribution for Alice ios:{May/2013: 0.2, June/2013: 0.3,
July/2013: 0.5} expresses that Alice’s interest to topic
ios is increasing.
User Topical Expertise (θuke ): A user has expertise
in different topics with different levels. For example,
the topic-expertise distribution for Alice ios:{High:
0.2, Medium: 0.7, Low: 0.1} expresses that Alice’s expertise on topic ios is probably in medium level.
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answer post p gets a time-stamp ti according to the
topic-time distribution θkt of topic k. The generative
process of TTEA model is described as follows.
– For the uth user, u ∈ U

· E

+Ti ∗β

e
Cu,k,¬i
+η

e
e=1 Cu,k,¬i

∗ draw topic tag distribution θkv ∼ Dir(γ )
∗ draw topic word distribution θkw ∼ Dir(δ)
∗ draw topic time distribution θkt ∼ Dir(β)
– For the uth user, u ∈ U
∗ for the kth topic, k ∈ K

+E∗η

(13)

where ¬i enforces that all the counters used are calk
culated with the answer post pi excluded. Cu,¬i
is the
number of posts by user u assigned totopic k, Cta is
the number of tags ta in pi , therefore, Cta is the tota is the number of tags
tal number of tags in pi , Ck,¬i
ta assigned to topic
 k. Similarly, Cw is the number of
words w in pi ,
Cw is the number of words in pi ,
w
Ck,¬i
is the number of words w assigned to topic k.
ti
Ck,¬i
is the number of posts assigned to topic k and
e
posted at time ti. Cu,k,¬i
is the number of posts which
are assigned to topic k and got a vote score in the range
of expertise level e.
Then, with the result of the Gibbs sampling algorithm, we can make the following parameter estimation:

PY

• draw user topic expertise distribution θuke ∼
Dir(η)
– For the uth user, u ∈ U

O

∗ for the nth q&a post, p ∈ P

C

• draw topic z ∼ Multi(θuk )
• draw time point t ∼ Multi(θkt )
∗ for the ith word, w ∈ W

R

• draw word w ∼ Multi(θkw )

O

∗ for the j th tag, ta ∈ T a

AU
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• draw tag t ∼ Multi(θkv )
• draw expertise level v ∼ Multi(θuke )
6.4. TTEA model inference

Like [12], we use the collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm [9] to sample the hidden variable z, based
on which the unknown probabilities {θuk , θkv , θkw , θkt ,
and θuke } can be estimated. For simplicity we set the
hyper parameters to {α, β, δ, γ , η, λ}.
The TTEA inference process is as follows. We iteratively sample the topic indicator zi for each answer
post pi according to equation (13). As explained before, each answer post will have one topic assignment.
p(zi = k|z¬i , U, Ti, Ta, W)

·

ti
Ck,¬i
+β

ti
ti=1 Ck,¬i

– For the kth topic, k ∈ K

k
Cu,¬i
+ α1

k
k=1 Cu,¬i



· T i

∗ draw user topic distribution θuk ∼ Dir(α)

∝ K

Cw −1
W
w
w=1
s=0 (Ck,¬i + s + δ)
Cw −1 W
w
w=1 (Ck,¬i + t + W ∗ δ)
t=0

·

+ K ∗ α1

Cta −1
Ta
ta
ta=1
q=0 (Ck,¬i + q + γ )

Cta −1 T a
v
ta=1 (Ck,¬i + p + T a ∗ γ )
p=0

θuk = K

Cuk + α1

k
k=1 Cu + K ∗ α1
C ta + γ
θkv = T a k ta
ta=1 Ck + T a ∗ γ
Cw + δ
θkw = W k
w
w=1 Ck + W ∗ δ

θkt = T i
θuke =

Ckti + β2

ti
ti=1 Ck + T i ∗ β2
e +η
Cu,k
E
e
e=1 Cu,k + E ∗ η

(14)

(15)
(16)

(17)

(18)

6.5. Post processing
The above model can only generate the distributions
{θuk , θkv , θkw , θkt , and θuke }. To generate the other distributions, e.g. θku , θtk and θukt , we directly use the
sample results at each iteration and keep recording the
corresponding counters. Therefore, Cku is the number
of posts assigned to topic k and posted by user u, Ctik is
the number of posts posted at time ti and assigned to
ti is the number of posts by user u, assigned
topic k. Cu,k
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Table 11
Basic statistics on the dataset
number of tags
number of questions

32,379
4,592,961

number of users asking questions
number of users providing answers
number of questions having accepted answers

833,041
8,585,113
2,808,825

to topic k and posted at time ti. Then, we estimate θku ,
θtk , θukt according to the following equations:
Cku + α2

u
u=1 Ck

θtk = K

Ctik + β1

k
k=1 Cti

θukt = T

(19)

+ U ∗ α2

(20)

+ K ∗ β1

ti + λ
Cu,k

(21)

+T ∗λ
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ti
ti=1 Cu,k

– TTEA is our method for modeling user, topic,
temporal and expertise in Q&A sites. Besides, we
also model activities by adding virtual nodes. We
can generate the user-topic distribution and topicactivity distribution simultaneously.
– TEM: [32] proposed a model for user, topic and
expertise in Q&A sites. It integrates a Gaussian
Mixture Model to model expertise, which is time
consuming. We simplify this process by directly
modeling votes information. Besides, it does not
model temporal information and user topic activities.
– UQA: [10] proposed a User–Question–Answer
model for modeling users and topics in Q&A
sites. In certain Q&A sites, questions have category information which have proved to be very
useful. The category in their model is similar to
tags in TTEA model and TEM model. However
we allow multiple tags for each posts while they
can only set a single category.
– GrosToT: [12] proposed a User–Group–Topic–
Time model for modeling users, groups, topics
and time in social media sites. It introduces a
group level between user and topic compared
with other models. It does not directly generate
user-topic distribution, so we compute it with the
user-group distribution and group-topic distribution.
– LDA: based on [4] we apply LDA model to create
a User–Topic–Post model for modeling users and
topics. It can generate the user-topic distribution
and topic-words distribution.
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θku = U
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7. TTEA experiments and evaluation on
StackOverﬂow data
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7.1. Dataset description
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We conducted experiments on a dataset from StackOverﬂow. This site releases its whole content every
three month. For our experiments, we used the data
dump from July 2008 to March 2013. Table 11 and
Fig. 11 provide basic statistics on the dataset.
Here are some general observations about the dataset: (1) nearly half of the questions do not have accepted answers; (2) nearly half of the questions only
have one answer and it maybe inadequate; (3) more
than a third of the questions only have one or two tags;
(4) nearly half of the users only answer one question
so question routing and incentives are important problems; (5) nearly 10% percent of the questions do not
have answers.
Due to the large volume of the dataset over 3 years,
the processing time is extremely long. To simplify
the processing, for the following experiments, we
randomly chose several continuous months from the
dataset, with no bias to the selections.
7.2. Compared methods
To evaluate the effectiveness of our model, we compared it with several related works:

We choose the same number of topics K = 30 as
[7] and the same number of expertises E = 10 as [32],
which have proved to be a reasonable setting for the
Stackoverﬂow dataset. We empirical set Dirichlet hyper parameters α1 = α2 = 50/K, β1 = β2 = 0.01,
δ = λ = η = 0.01, γ = 0.001 according to suggestions in [9].
7.3. Performance of topic extraction
Table 12 and Table 13 show the top tags and words
detected by our model. We use again the Perplexity
[4] metric as a quantitative way to measure the performance of topic extraction.
We include in our training dataset all the posts in the
two months from August 1st 2011 to October 1st 2011,
from users having more than 80 posts (as in [32]). The
resulting training dataset contains 87,516 q&a posts by
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Fig. 11. Basic perspectives of the dataset.

Table 12
Top tags for different topics generated by the TTEA model
Topic 2

Topic 3

Topic 4

Topic 5

R

Topic 1

Topic 6

Topic 7

Topic 8

Topic 9

Topic 10

php

c#

iphone

c++

javascript

android

sql

java

jquery

git

xslt
xml

.net
linq

objective-c
ios

c
pointers

jquery
php

mysql
sql-server

spring
eclipse

javascript
html

xpath

generics

svn
versioncontrol
github

mysql

asp.net

html

vb.net

arrays

c#-4.0

jquery

reﬂection

javascript

entityframework
list

foreach

templates

ajax

php

jsp

css

cocoatouch
ipad

stl

html

activity

query

.htaccess

mercurial

arrays

json

androidintent

tsql

servlets

jqueryselectors
jquery-ui

uitableview

vector

asp.net

sqlite

sql-server2008

jsf

dom

tortoisesvn

iphone-sdk4.0
cocoa

string

jquery-ajax

layout

join

mod-rewrite

php

linux

function

forms

select

maven

c++11

asp.net-mvc-3

sql-server2005

apache

javascriptevents
ajax

clearcase

xcode4

androidwidget
xml
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xcode

java
androidlayout
listview

674 users. For data preprocessing, we tokenize text and
removed the stop words. For the testing dataset, we use
all the posts of the same set of users than the training data but this time from October 1th 2011 to January 1th 2012. So training and testing datasets have no
overlap but concern the same community. We vary the
number of topics: 10, 30, 50, and 100. For a testing set

eclipse

ssh

of M posts, Ni denotes the number of words in the ith
post and the Perplexity score is computed according to
equation (22).
Perplexity(Dtest )
 M
log p(Wi )
= exp − i=1
M
i=1 Ni

(22)
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Table 13
Top words for different topics generated by the TTEA model
Topic 7

Topic 8

xsl
td
tr
template

aspx
msdn
microsoft
library

Topic 2

view
reference
nsstring
apple

Topic 3

std
const
pointer
char

Topic 4

jquery
ajax
script
javascript

Topic 5

android
activity
html
view

Topic 6

select
join
group
order

html
java
ﬁle
spring

jquery
div
click
element

Topic 9

git
branch
commit
ﬁle

Topic 10

select
row

select
linq

html
library

template
vector

page
html

developer
intent

table
key

jar
apache

event
input

svn
repo

echo
table
match
node

system
dictionary
ienumerable
expression

documentation
developer
ios
release

operator
compiler
memory
struct

form
url
document
json

reference
layout
try
button

count
row
inner
query

eclipse
docs
servlet
web

document
text
html
api

repository
ﬁles
master
github
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Topic 1

Fig. 12. Comparison of topic extraction performances.

where p(Wi ) is the probability of the words in the test
document di . In our model, p(Wi ) is computed according to equation (23).
P (Wi ) =


k

θui k



θkwi

(23)

on optimizing likelihood-based measures. So, in addition to the perplexity-based evaluation, we used the results of TTEA to perform real-word tasks and we evaluated them. This is described in the following subsections.

w

7.4. Question routing
Figure 12 shows the perplexity results for our TTEA
method and other state-of-the-art methods. TTEA is almost as good as TEM. But TEM integrates a Gaussian
Mixture Model, which is time consuming. The training
process of TEM is nearly three times longer than the
other models.
[6] suggested that topic models should focus on
evaluations on real-world task performance rather than

Given a question q and a set of users U , the task
is to rank all these users by their interests to answer
question q. We score each user u by considering the
similarity between his topics of interest and the topics of the question (Sim(u, q)). The intuition behind
equation (24) is that the more a user is interested in the
topic of a question, the more likely he is to provide an
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answer to that question.

R@N =




Sim(u, q) = 1 − JS(θuk , θqk )

(24)

where Q is the set of testing questions. Like in [7], we
use the Matching Set Count (MSC) which is deﬁned in
equation (28). The idea is to count the number of successful recommendations, i.e., for which at least one
of the recommended users answered the question.

θ q, k ∝ p(k|wq , tq , u)

MSC@N =

= p(k|u)p(wq |k)p(tq |k)


= θ uk
θkwi
θkvi

(25)

(26)

where 1[condition] is equal to 1 if condition is true,
otherwise 0.
In addition, our model can capture activity and we
believe this information improves question routing.
The intuition is that even if a user has a high Sim score
for a question, the less he is active, the less likely he
is to provide an answer to that question. Therefore, we
deﬁne a score SimAct to combine both topic similarity and activity level as shown in equation (29), where
Act(u, q) is the computed activity score for user u to
question q. A high value of the Act score indicates
a high probability of activity on a question. We use
TTEA to denote the method using only the similarity
information, that is to say, ranking users by Sim score.
We use TTEA-ACT to denote the method using both
similarity and activity, that is to say, ranking users by
SimAct score. We also integrated our activity model to
the TEM model and we refer to it as TEM-ACT.


SimAct(u, q) = 1 − JS(θuk , θqk ) ∗ Act(u, q)


= 1 − JS(θuk , θqk )

O
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q∈Q

(28)
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ti ∈tq

1  |Rq ∩ Uq |
|Q|
|Rq |

1 
1[Rq ∩ Uq = ∅]
|Q|
q∈Q

where wq and tq are the sets of all the words and tags in
question q and θ kw, θ kv are the topic-word distribution and topic-tag distribution obtained directly from
the model result. Then for question q, we compute the
Sim score for user set U and rank them in decreasing
order.
We used all the posts from July 1th 2011 to October
1th 2011 from users having more than 50 q&a posts
for the training dataset. Rather than using the threshold
of 80 post like in [32], we empirically set it to 50 posts
to get enough users for recommendation. The resulting
training set contains 297,881 posts by 2,555 users. For
the testing dataset, we use all the questions posted by
the same set of users as in the training set but this time
from October 1th 2011 to January 1th 2012. Therefore
the training and testing datasets have no overlaps. We
removed testing questions which have no, or only one,
answer. The resulting test dataset contains 6,044 questions, 18,077 answers and 7,888 involved users.
We also chose another period for this experiment.
Besides, we vary the number of topics by 15 and 50,
we vary the ﬁlter limit by 40 and 80. These experiment
results are shown in Section 7.5.
In order to evaluate different models, we consider
precision at position N (Precision@N or simply P@N)
and recall at position N (Recal@N or simply R@N),
which are widely used measures in the Information Retrieval community. Let Rq be the recommendations of
users for a question q and Uq be the actual set of users
who posted for question q. Then Precision@N is deﬁned in equation (26) and Recal@N is deﬁned in equation (27).
P@N =

(27)

q∈Q

where θuk is the user topic interest distribution, θqk is
the question topic distribution, and JS(·) is the Jensen–
Shannon divergence distance. We obtain θuk directly
from model results. For θqk , we apply equation (25).

wi ∈wq

1  |Rq ∩ Uq |
|Q|
|Uq |

∗

K


θqk ∗ θku

(29)

k=1

Table 14 shows the results. We ran the experiments
ﬁve times and listed the average scores. Our observations can be summarized as follows: (1) UQA and
GROSTOT perform the better when the number of
recommended users are small, and TTEA and TEM
begin to outperform UQA and GROSTOT when the
number of recommended users is large; (2) TTEAACT shows the best performances compared with the
baseline competitors; (3) both TTEA-ACT and TEMACT perform better than the other models. The activity modeling is a generic method that could improve
the performance not only of our model, but also of
other models although here we only show the result for
the activity model with TEM as an example; (4) even
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Table 14
Question Routing experiments, Random denotes that we randomly recommend users for the test questions
p@5

p@10

p@20

p@30

r@5

r@10

r@20

r@30

msc@5

msc@10

msc@20

msc@30

TTEA
TTEA-ACT
TEM
TEM-ACT

0.024
0.028
0.024
0.029

0.019
0.022
0.019
0.023

0.015
0.017
0.015
0.018

0.013
0.014
0.013
0.015

0.045
0.052
0.045
0.054

0.072
0.083
0.073
0.084

0.111
0.127
0.114
0.129

0.142
0.159
0.146
0.162

0.112
0.134
0.114
0.137

0.178
0.209
0.179
0.210

0.269
0.313
0.275
0.315

0.339
0.382
0.344
0.388

UQA
GROSTOT

0.030
0.027

0.019
0.017

0.012
0.011

0.010
0.009

0.062
0.055

0.075
0.067

0.095
0.085

0.112
0.099

0.149
0.134

0.179
0.164

0.224
0.204

0.261
0.236

RANDOM

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.005

0.007

0.003

0.007

0.013

0.019

Table 15
Question Routing Experiments on Another Dataset
p@10

p@20

p@30

r@5

r@10

r@20

r@30

msc@5

msc@10

msc@20

msc@30

0.026
0.032
0.025
0.032
0.027

0.020
0.026
0.021
0.025
0.016

0.015
0.019
0.016
0.020
0.011

0.013
0.016
0.013
0.016
0.009

0.047
0.058
0.047
0.058
0.052

0.073
0.093
0.076
0.092
0.062

0.110
0.137
0.112
0.141
0.080

0.136
0.168
0.139
0.171
0.096

0.123
0.153
0.120
0.153
0.130

0.186
0.236
0.191
0.235
0.155

0.273
0.339
0.274
0.348
0.196

0.332
0.405
0.333
0.411
0.233

GROSTOT
RANDOM

0.023
0.001

0.014
0.001

0.009
0.001

0.007
0.001

0.044
0.001

0.055
0.002

0.069
0.004

0.081
0.005

0.112
0.003

0.137
0.005

0.172
0.010

0.200
0.015
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p@5
TTEA
TTEA-ACT
TEM
TEM-ACT
UQA

Table 16
Question Routing experiments with 15 topics
p@10

p@20

p@30

r@5

r@20

r@30

msc@5

msc@10

msc@20

msc@30

0.016
0.023
0.017
0.024

0.013
0.018
0.015
0.018

0.012
0.015
0.012
0.014

0.010
0.012
0.010
0.012

0.030
0.042
0.032
0.043

0.050
0.066
0.054
0.068

r@10

0.086
0.107
0.091
0.103

0.112
0.134
0.115
0.131

0.076
0.112
0.083
0.114

0.127
0.170
0.137
0.172

0.213
0.268
0.222
0.254

0.269
0.329
0.276
0.319

UQA
Grostot
Random

0.028
0.023
0.001

0.016
0.015
0.001

0.011
0.010
0.001

0.008
0.008
0.001

0.056
0.045
0.002

0.066
0.058
0.003

0.083
0.075
0.004

0.099
0.089
0.006

0.137
0.112
0.005

0.159
0.143
0.008

0.199
0.183
0.012

0.238
0.216
0.017
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p@5
TTEA
TTEA-ACT
TEM
TEM-ACT

if TEM or TEM-ACT perform better than our model
they remain again time consuming. Experiments show
that the training process takes around 3∼4 times longer
compared to our model.
7.5. Experiment parameter sensitivity analysis
For the training dataset, we used all the posts in a
three months period, from January 1th 2011 to March
31th 2011, from users having at least 50 q&a posts,
rather than 80 posts like [32], in order to get enough
users for recommendations. The training set contains
371,181 posts by 3,123 users. For the testing dataset,
we used all the questions posted by the same set of
users as in the training set, but this time from April
1th 2011 to June 31th 2011. Therefore the training and
testing datasets have no overlaps. We removed ques-

tions with no or only one answer. The resulting test
dataset contains 9,048 questions, 27,870 answers and
10,147 users. Table 15 shows the question routing results. We can still ﬁnd that TTEA-ACT outperforms
all the baseline models. Besides, Both TTEA-ACT and
TEM-ACT outperform all the other models.
Table 16 shows the question routing results with a
number of topics set to 15. We use the same training
and testing datasets as in Section 7.4.
Table 17 shows the question routing results for the
number of topics set to 50. We use the same training
and testing datasets as in Section 7.4.
Table 18 shows the question routing results with
users having more than 40 posts. We use the same period of dataset used in Section 7.4. Due to the different ﬁlter limit, the training set contains 3,457 users and
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Table 17
Question Routing experiments with 50 topics
p@5

p@10

p@20

p@30

r@5

r@10

r@20

r@30

msc@5

msc@10

msc@20

msc@30

TTEA
TTEA-ACT
TEM
TEM-ACT

0.028
0.033
0.029
0.033

0.023
0.025
0.024
0.026

0.018
0.019
0.018
0.020

0.015
0.016
0.015
0.017

0.054
0.063
0.056
0.062

0.087
0.095
0.088
0.096

0.132
0.142
0.136
0.145

0.168
0.178
0.171
0.182

0.134
0.158
0.141
0.157

0.215
0.235
0.220
0.240

0.319
0.343
0.325
0.347

0.394
0.418
0.400
0.427

UQA
Grostot

0.032
0.028

0.019
0.017

0.012
0.011

0.010
0.009

0.065
0.056

0.077
0.067

0.097
0.088

0.116
0.102

0.158
0.136

0.185
0.163

0.227
0.210

0.270
0.241

Random

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.002

0.005

0.007

0.004

0.006

0.013

0.018

Table 18
Question Routing experiments, with users having more than 40 posts
p@10

p@20

p@30

r@5

r@10

r@20

r@30

msc@5

msc@10

msc@20

msc@30

0.021
0.026
0.023
0.027
0.029

0.018
0.021
0.018
0.021
0.018

0.014
0.016
0.014
0.016
0.011

0.012
0.014
0.012
0.014
0.009

0.040
0.049
0.043
0.050
0.059

0.067
0.076
0.069
0.078
0.071

0.104
0.118
0.106
0.121
0.087

0.132
0.149
0.137
0.152
0.101

0.100
0.126
0.109
0.128
0.142

0.167
0.193
0.170
0.194
0.169

0.253
0.292
0.255
0.295
0.205

0.313
0.360
0.323
0.362
0.235

Grostot
Random

0.025
0.000

0.016
0.000

0.010
0.000

0.008
0.000

0.050
0.001

0.063
0.002

0.077
0.003

0.091
0.005

0.122
0.002

0.152
0.004

0.188
0.008

0.217
0.013
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p@5
TTEA
TTEA-ACT
TEM
TEM-ACT
UQA

Table 19
Question Routing experiments, with users having more than 80 posts
p@10

p@20

p@30

r@5

r@20

r@30

msc@5

msc@10

msc@20

msc@30

0.028
0.031
0.031
0.035

0.023
0.026
0.026
0.027

0.019
0.020
0.020
0.021

0.016
0.018
0.017
0.018

0.051
0.058
0.056
0.063

0.083
0.094
0.095
0.100

r@10

0.135
0.146
0.147
0.151

0.175
0.188
0.188
0.193

0.132
0.150
0.143
0.165

0.212
0.238
0.238
0.253

0.336
0.364
0.356
0.375

0.424
0.457
0.445
0.468

UQA
Grostot
Random

0.040
0.036
0.001

0.025
0.022
0.001

0.016
0.015
0.001

0.013
0.012
0.001

0.077
0.070
0.002

0.096
0.086
0.003

0.124
0.114
0.006

0.150
0.135
0.011

0.194
0.177
0.005

0.237
0.214
0.008

0.299
0.278
0.019

0.357
0.325
0.030
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p@5
TTEA
TTEA-ACT
TEM
TEM-ACT

338,485 q&a posts, the testing set contains 8,579 questions, 25,500 answers and 10,135 involved users.
Table 19 shows the question routing results with
users having more than 80 posts. We use the same period of dataset used in Section 7.4. Due to the different ﬁlter limit, the training set contains 1,275 users and
216,940 q&a posts, the testing set contains 2,589 questions, 8,006 answers and 4,196 involved users.

to answer question q. The intuition behind equation
(30) is that if the user is interested in the question, she
will probably provide an answer to that question and if
the user has expertise on the question, the answer will
probably have the highest vote score.
SimExp(u, q)


= 1 − JS(θuk , θqk ) ∗ Exp(u, q)

(30)

7.6. Recommendation of expert users
Given a question q and a set of users U , the task is
now to recommend N users until one of the users gets
the highest vote. The point is to rank recommended
users by their expertise to answer question q. We score
each user u by considering the similarity SimExp(u, q)
between user topic interest and user topic expertise

where θuk , θqk is the same than in (24) for user
topic interest distribution. For our method, we compute
Exp(u, q) by equation (31)
Exp(u, q) =

E

e=1

θkue ∗ e

(31)
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Table 20
Expert recommendation experiments
N = 30

N = 60

N = 100

TEM
TTEA
UQA
Grostt

0.128
0.079
0.146
0.127

0.228
0.195
0.206
0.172

0.392
0.443
0.261
0.220

Random

0.008

0.018

0.028

Methods

As UQA and GROSTOT do not model expertise, like
[32], we set Exp(u, q) to 1 for these two methods. For
TEM, we reuse equation (32) indicated in [32].
Exp(u, q) =

E


φz,u,e ∗ μe

(32)
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In order to evaluate different models, we consider
the percentage of successful expert recommendation
until position N. A successful expert recommendation
until position N means that the Nth user, recommended
by an algorithm, not only answers the question but also
gets the highest votes.
Table 20 shows the results. Random denotes that
we randomly recommend users for the test questions.
We ran the experiments ﬁve times and listed the average scores. We summarize our observations as follows:
(1) Our TTEA shows the best performances compared
with the baseline models when the number of recommended users is large. This means that when we
recommend 100 users for each testing questions, in
around 44% cases we have one user not only answering the question, but also winning the highest vote.
(2) When the number of recommended users is large,
both TEM and TTEA perform better than other models
which do not model expertise, so expertise modeling
can improve expert recommendation. (3) TEM uses
Gaussian Mixture Model to model expertise, while we
directly model votes which is less precise. Therefore,
we perform badly when the number of recommended
users is small. (4) After ranking users by topic similarity scores, using expertise scores to re-rank those users
actually lowers the probability of the top ranked user
to answer the question. The intuition behind is that a
user having high expertise on a question does not necessarily have high topic similarity score with the question.
7.7. Trends
With the temporal modeling of TTEA, we can explore topic dynamics at many different levels. We

present illustrative case studies to show the advantage
of temporal modeling.
We ﬁrst set the time window at the month level. Figure 13(a) shows the dynamics of Android, Iphone and
Flash related topics at different months from Jan 2011
to Dec 2011. Flash related topics are more active in
the early of 2011, but become less popular in the late
of 2011. We then set the time window at the day level.
Figure 13(b) shows the dynamics of Android, Iphone
and Flash related topics from July 1st 2011 to July
31st 2011. We can see that all topics are active from
Monday to Friday, and not active during the weekend.
Lastly, we set the time window at the hour level. Figure 13(c) shows the dynamics of Android, Iphone and
Flash related topics at different hours during a day. We
can verify that both Android and Iphone related topics are more active during daytime, but Flash related
topics are more active during the afternoon.
Previous ﬁgures show the topic dynamics on a
global level. We now illustrate the topic dynamics at
the user level. We choose top active users according to
the output of θku in Android related topic and Iphone
related topic separately. Figure 14(a), (b) show the activity pattern of the two most active users in Iphone related topic. We can observe that the user in Fig. 14(a)
is only active during work-time. The user seldom answers questions after 7PM. On the contrary, the user
in Fig. 14(b) is active until very late but not midnight.
Figure 14(c), (d) show the activity pattern of the two
most active users in Android related topic. We can observe that the user in Fig. 14(c) is active in the morning, afternoon and evening. On the contrary, the user
in Fig. 14(d) is even active at midnight. For all these
users, we can observe that they are not actually active on the topics they are not interested in. We believe
this information will beneﬁt many community management related tasks.

PY

e=1
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8. Conclusion and future work
In this work, we addressed three research questions:
How can we identify the common topics binding user
together? How can we detect topic based overlapping
communities? How can we extract topic based expertise and temporal dynamics? By applying the original
LDA model on these tasks, we encountered three problems. The ﬁrst one is a lack of efﬁciency: the complexity of the probabilistic model was prohibitive. The
second problem is that the original LDA model is not
enough to extract temporal and expertise information.
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Fig. 13. Topic dynamics.

The third one is an incomparability problem. The detected probabilities distributions cannot be compared
with each other. Therefore, ﬁrstly, we proposed TTD a
simpler method to detect topics and overlapping communities to solve the ﬁrst problem. We conducted experiments on a dataset from the popular Q&A site
StackOverﬂow to compare different approaches. The
results indicate that for this kind of web communities
our method can be a good replacement to more com-

plicated methods for detecting overlapping communities of interests. Secondly, we proposed TTEA a more
complex model to extract more information from user
generated content and to ﬁx the others problems. Our
model can simultaneously uncover the topics, activities, expertise and temporal dynamics. This extracted
information can enable us to improve tasks such as:
question routing, expert recommendation and community life-cycle management. Again, we conducted ex-
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Fig. 14. User topic activities.
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periments on StackOverﬂow dataset. We demonstrated
that TTEA shows advantages in topic modeling. It also
achieves good performances on question routing task
and expert detection task compared with the state of
the art models. We also illustrated that our model can
detect user and topic temporal dynamics which could
be used on user life-cycle management.
There are many future directions for this work. It
is obvious that the proposed models and methods are
not limited to the processing of Q&A datasets and we
intend to adapt them to other kinds of social media.
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